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SUMMARY 
A method for analyzing viscous nonadiabatic flow inside 
turbomachine passages has been presented earlier in Vol. I of 
this study. The reported analysis dealt with incompressible 
laminar flow inside straight radial bladed impellers. In the 
present volume the developed field analysis is expanded to study 
turbul~nt flow with:'n turbomachines having arbitrary blade 
geometries. Effects of turb'.llence are modeled using two equatio,1s, 
OIlt! ~xpr'1;3si:lS tho? C:c·v"!lopm;mt of the turbulence kinetic 
encrSy and the other i:s c.is3ipation rate. To account for 
complicated blade geometries, the flow equations are formulated 
in terms of a nonorthogonal ~oundary fitted coordinate system. 
The analysis is ap?lied to a radial inflow turbine. The 
solution obt~ined indicate$ the severity of the complex inter-
action mechanism that occurs between the different flow regimes 
(i.e., boundary layers, recirculating eddies, separation zones, 
etc.). Comparison with nonvisc0us flow solutions tend to justify 
strongly th~ inadequacy of usin~ the latter with standard boundary 
layer techniques to obtain viscous flow details within turbo-
machine rotors. Capabilities and limitations of the present 
method of analysis are discussed. 
The computer used in this work is an AMDAHL 470. The flow 
domain has been divided into 30 x 40 step sizes. Typical CPU 
time for the case studied is 520 seconds. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade extensive progress has been made 
towards the development of suitable solution methods to the flow 
in turbomachines. Most of these methods dealt mainly with the 
flow field inside turbomachines as being inviscid [1, 2]. Few 
studies, on the ether hand, considered viscous effects using 
some kind of flow approximation [3, 4, 5]. The general flow 
solutions '-lithin turbomachine passase3, however, remains mostly 
b8yond the scope of the ~r~vailin9 modes. 
These limit.3tions, especLllly of the numerical methods, 
have long been known to be acute dU8 to the complicated nature 
of the flow problem. The blade rows impose vorticity and 
velocity fields on the flow. The inviscid effects are dominant, 
I 
yet the viscous effects are not small enoug h to be neglected. 
Be cause such fl ows c a n only be describ~d using the fully 
viscous equations of motion , the limitations of the prevai l i ng 
methods is a d i rect consequency of at l e ast three major 
obstacles . The first is the excessive computer time required 
f or the solution of the equation o f motion . The sec one is the 
diff i culties and uncerta i nties associ a t ed wit!1 the treatment 
of certain boundary conditions . The t~ird i~ the lack cf 
accurate and ge neral methods for descri~ing ~he tu rbule nt 
transport phenomena th t takes p la c e in s i de th 3 h l a de rows . 
In an earlie r report [7], t he authors of th~ s a r ticle 
reported a method su i table for analy zing the v i scous incom-
pressible flow in turboma~hines that partially o vercome t he 
firs t two obstacles mentioned above . In principle , the appr oach 
empha ized the fecsibility o f obtaining v i scous f low details 
with i n turboma~hine passag es by appropria t ely comb i n i ng seve ral 
blade- to- blade v iscou s :low solutions . Each of these solut ions 
were obtained throug h the numerical i ntegration of the full 
Navier-Stoke s equations over a predete rmined computational 
sur f ace that e x tends between the b l ades . The set o f c ompu t a-
tional surfaces required for the analysis ( see F ig . 1 ) 
were thems elves generated f r om the so l ution of the 
Euler eauations in the n a n ner sugge s ted bv Wu [1] . 
The r e sults t hat had been o b t ained by app l y i ng t h i s me thod o f 
analys i s t o flow s with i n s t~aight r a d ial bladed impeller s were 
p r c :-'lising . Th i s wa s evidenced hy t he fa ir ag r eeme n t achieved 
between the p r e dicte d and exper imental data [7]. 
Recently , the above analys i~ wa s extended to deal with 
nonadiabatic incompressible viscou s flows inside turbomachines 
having arbitrary blade geometr ies. In particular , the approach 
which has been established is mod ified and utilized in con-
junction with : 
1. A two equation turbulence model . 
2 . A coordinate transformation package [6) that employs 
a nonorthogonal boundary-fitted coordinate s stem to 
suit the most complicated hlade geometries. 
2 
The dlfferential equations that describe the viscous flow 
in turbomachine passages are briefly reviewed in this ar~icle 
with pertinent references made to the questions of their solu·tion 
efficiency and accuracy of describing the different boundary 
conditions . The numerical procedures eve loped o n this basis 
are discussed and illustrated by results obtained for the flow 
in a cooled radial inflow turbine. 
1. i·1A'THEM.~TICAL FORMULAT:OK 
Governing Differential E·I~Clt:.ons 
The development of the mathematical model for the present 
problem starts with the Reynolds equations for the mean turbu-
lent motion of flow. These equations are written in a generalized 
form for a turbomachi~e rotor as follows [7]: 
Conservation of Mass: 
( 1) 
Conservation of Momentum: 
- 2-
o (W· VW + 2 0. x W - r. R) 
= - 'V p .- - - 4 -x[ \.l ( V xW)] +-3 \' ( \.l V 'W ) 
e e 
( 2) 
Conservation of Energy : 
( 3 ) 
wher~ p , 0 , T , hand 0 denote the static pressure, 
density, temperature, enthalpy and dissipation function 
respectively. While, W represents the relative velocity vector 
at any point whose location is def ~ ~ed by the relative position 
vector R in a rotat' ng f :::- ane of reference (Fig . 1) . The speed 
of rotation of th is frame is equal to the angular velocity of 
the machine ( ~ ) . The effective turbulent 
3 
iscositv ~ i n the 
- e 
above equations is assumed to describe the effects of Reynolds 
stresses and is determined, in the present study, from a two 
equation turbulence model. 
As pointed out in the introduct~on and elsewhere [7], the 
flow equations (1) to (3) are solved on s€veral blade-to-blade 
computational surfaces. The geomet~y of such surfaces can be 
conveniently described in terms of the coordinate (m, ,n) as 
shown in Fig . 1. To reduce the complexity of handling the 
computations along these surfaces, it is found more convenient [7] 
to introduce a stream f -"mction and ~h.e mean vorticity of the 
turbulent flow as new dependent variables. The flow governing 
equations (1) through (3), when recasted in terms of these 
variables and transformed to the (m, ,n) coordinate system result 
in the following system of equations [7]. 
Stream Function Equatio:l: 
w = _ 1 [ ~ (Mr ~) + a I M ~) ] 
r am b p am ~ \b pr am (4 ) 
In this equation w denotes the mean vorticity and ~ is the 
stream function defined according to the followina relations: 
W 
m 
= M 1 alP 
b pr aT and 
. 
= M 1 ~ 
- b p am (4a) 
t,o,'here ~oJm' WcP are the components of the mean relative velocity 
vector W in the meridional, tange~tial directions, and M is 
the mass flow passing through the volume bounded by the surface 
51 and the filament thickness, b, shown in Fig . 1. The defi -
nition of lP as given by equation (4a) identically satisfies 
the continuity equation (1). In the process of elimina ting 
the pressure by taking the curl of the momentum equation (2) , 
while using equation (4) and (4a), the following equation is 
obtained . 
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Vorticity Transport Equation: 
. 
~m (~ ~t w) - ~~ (5 ~! w) - ~m (~ew)l 
~ [l:. .L (~ (J) 1 + G = 0 o~ r 0$ e 1 ( S) 
The source term Gl in the above equation represents the generation 
or decay of vorticity due to the effects of rotation, it is 
given by; 
. 
d (~ sina ~) a .M sina ~)] Gl = 2Q [3m - ai {-b a~ b am 
dO dW 2/2 dO dW 2 /2 2 
sina dO ( Sa) + om 04> - a~ Tn. - + Q r a¢ . 
Energy Equation: 
It is found appropriate for a turbomachine rotor to express 
the energy equation in terms of the total enthalpy (H) of the 
flow. The t0tal enthalpy for a turbulent flow is expressed 
as follows: 
(6) 
where E is the kinetic energy of turbulence. Thus, the energy 
equation ( 3) when transformed to the (m, ~', n) coordinate system, 
results in [71 : 
. d ~e (~e ~H) M " ~4J) _ ~ (H ~'~)] ~H) 1 d E [~(H - am (pr r - - d<P om o<p oQ dm am r Pr d</! 
oJ 1 aw2/2 (_1_ 1 dE) , + - {\.Ier[pr am prj -,,- j dm SCE dm 
a \.Ie 1 aW2 /2 (_1_ 1 ~ E] } + {- [pr Prj o¢ r J'i; SCE dCP 
j W "-
W (\Je(;j) + m .j (\J '-'.l) Dr G2 0 ( 7 ) - + = q> om r dCP e 
5 
where the source term G2 is given by 
+ ! a 
r dq) 
and the dissipation function, Of is expressed as 
aw 2 I aw w 2 
o = 2w {(~) + (-~ + ~ sinal } 
e om r d~ r 
~] 
am 
(7a) 
(7b) 
In the above equations Pr denotes the turbulent Prandtl number 
and SCE is the turbulent Schmidt number for the kinp.tic energy 
of turbulence E. 
Turbulence Model 
The mean flow equations introduced earlier as equations (4), 
(5) and (7) involve more unknowns than appropriate to the 
equations. This well known problem of closure is a chara~ter-
is tic of all nonlinear stochastic systems. The majority of 
investigators in the area of turbulent flow have been concer~ed 
with this closure problem. The most prominent and practical 
attempts have been the development of various second ord~· 
two equation turbulent models. In this, two scalar quantities 
are used to characterize the turbulence, with each quantity 
satisfying a nonlinear partial differential equation. Commonly, 
the two equation models employ the kinetic energy of turbulence 
as one of the quantities. The second quantity used by different 
researchers [0] is a dissipatio~ function, a length scale, or 
a dissipation ra~e. 
6 
The two equa tion model proposed by Spalding [9] for the 
kinetic energ y of turbulence , E , and its volumetric rate 
of dissipation € is used in the pre~ent work. Previous 
experience [10] indicates that this model provides accurate 
prediction of various flow regimes within turbomachine passages, 
in addition to being less complex and more gen~ral . The 
complete details of the model and its implications are given 
in reference [9]; in brief, its main features are outlined 
in what follows . 
The Reynolds stresses are related to the velocity grad i ents 
through an effective viscosity, ~ . Thi~ viscosity is assumed 
e 
to be isotropic at any point, but can vary throughout the flow 
field. The distribution of the effective viscosity ~ is 
e 
determined from the local values of density , p , the turbulent 
kinetic energy , E, a~c its vo umetric dissipation rate, c . 
The ex?ression used is: 
where the laminar viscosity, ~i ' is considered to be uniform 
and known . 
The equations governing the trans po r t of E and c have 
(7 c) 
a general form which includes conv~ction, production, di f f usion 
and dissipation terms . These can be ~ ritte~ i n t e rms of he 
(m, ,n ) system o f coordinate s a s f o llows [ 11 ] . 
Turbulent Ki net i c En e r gy Equa tion: 
M a 
-1.) a ~)] \..I e ~) b [am - ~ (E - dm (- r a dm SCE "m 
a ~ e ~) J ( 8 ) - a (- - r D + pe r = SCE r o 
Oi s~ ~pation Rate Equation : 
M •. 1. a 3'
" [ ( III ) (_UJ )) b am e: a<P - ~ e: m 
lJ e E: 
am (SC E: r am) 
a 
a 
(~ l~) _ C e: rO + _E: _2 pr = 0 
SC E: r a~ 1 E C2 3 (9 ) 
The terms containing the c oefficients SCE and SC E: in equat1.ons 
(8) and (9) represent the diffusion rat~s of E and E: 
respectively . These ~oefficients therefore have the signifi-
cance of turbulept Schmidt numbers for the transport process 
in question . The model contains f i ve emp ir i cal consta nt s 
which are ass' g ned the values gi en in the followin g tabl e . 
Values of the Empirical Constants 
for the k - e: Model of Turbulence 
The basis f o r choosing the abo e cited constan t q a re discusse d 
i n deta i ls i n refe r ence [9]. It ma y suffice there f o r e to r emark 
t hat Cl i s c hosen s o that Von Karma n c o nstant equ a l s 0.42 and 
C2 is determined by refere nce to t he d e ca of gr i d t urbulen ce . 
CD is f'xed f r om the fol l owing r equi r emen ts in a const nt stress 
layer : 
·",here 
.... 
1/2 
-: I cE = Co 
'N 
( 9a) 
is the wal_ shea~ str ess . The diff s ' on coef!icien s 
SCE and SC . were fixed i n [9J by computer op imization . 
It shou n be em h 'sized at this oint that th additional 
pr uction of tur u l n~ energy by the rotational effects ~ 
well as th f ects 0 rf a-:e curv ture has been neglected 
in the pres nt forn of th turbulence model . Modif ications 
to include these a ditiona_ effects continues to be a sub jec t 
o f ~. c ent research by dif fe r e nt schools . 
Eq'lations (4) , (5) , ( ) , (8) and (9) are the equations t o 
be ~olved for , H, E ~nd ( to study the turbomachin e flow 
problem . One can observe that these equations constitute a 
s y stem of coupled elliptic partIal differential equations, 
involving second or~er derivatives . From the nature of the 
problem, ncne of the terms are negligible in the governing 
e~lations . In order to solve these elliptic equations , i t i~ 
necessary to define a selected region in the physical dooain 
with boundary condit;ons spec~fied for all the flow variables 
along the boundaries . The computatio \1 domain us ed is shown 
in Fig . 2 . 
Boundary Conditions 
rnlc~B :; .lndary AN : 
Irrotational a nd prescribed uniform flow conditions are 
impOSEd along this boundary. Therefo r e , 
1 ~ 
r tan Binlet ' 
w = - [2 1: sin 1 inlet 
.£.t 1 
a = 2 ~ /z 
H = Hinlet 
The value of the inelt kin~tic ene r gy of turbule ce, E. 1 t' In e 
is specified to be 0 . 05 of the square of inle elocit . 
The d ' ssipa' . on rate is deduced ""!T.: the turbulence ler. 
scale [9] : 
( = E~/2 C3/ / 2 lnlet D 
(10) 
(lOa) 
where t is taken to bp. 0 . 006 ITo for the case st die i. 
work . 
he p r esent 
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The Periodic Boundaries AB, NM and FG, IH: 
The periodicity condition is enforced along these boundaries. 
This implies that the val~e of all fluid pro?erties as well as 
their (p derivatives, except for the stream function ~, have 
equal values at every two corresponding points along AB, NM. 
Regarding the stream function, the value of .~, s are made to 
differ on the two boundaries AB, NM by a constant value that is 
. 
proportional to the mass flow rate, M. Similarly, the same 
conditions are imposed along FG, IH. 
The Blade Surfaces MI and BF: 
A special approach is needed to compute the flow variables 
near the blade surfaces for the following reasons. In the central 
reg~on of the flow, the gradients of the flow properties are 
usually not very steep, and a moderately fine finite difference 
grid yields accurate solutions. However, close to the blade 
surfaces, the variations of flow properties are much steeper, 
thus requiring an extremely fine grid for accurate computation. 
This implies that the total storage requirement in the computer 
3 ~ll be rather large. Moreover, the present form of the 
turbulence model as given by equations (8) and (9) is valid only 
for fully tll.rbulem: flows. Modifications are required to make 
it applicable near laminar sublayer regions where the turbulence 
Reynolds number (= PE2/~~E) is low. ~_ ~vercome these diffi-
culties, an approach based on the use of wall functions [9] will 
be employed in the present study. In this approach, all the 
finite-difference gird nodes (except for those representing the 
blade surface) are located in the fully turbulent region. It is 
then assumed that a logarithmic velocity profile exists in the 
region between the blade surface and the point (\v+l) located in 
the turbulent region. This can be expressed as follows: 
1 I [ ~ 1/4 1/2/ I 1 
K- In e 6N!.J CD E J 1 lJ n W >, (11) 
where the subscript (w+l) is used for the values at the internal 
grid node (w+l) , Co is the constant in the turbulence model, 
10 
K and e are the 10 -wall constants (K = 0.42 and e = 9.0), 
and N is th : distance of (w+l) from the blade surface . The 
velocity ~v 1 is assumed to be parallel to the 'Nall-shear 
w+ 
stress which is given by : 
T = W 
( lla) 
The value of the energy- dissipation rate at the internal 
grid node E ' 1 is determined from the requirement that the WT 
length scale varies in early with the distance from the 
blade surfaces 
C3 / 4 E3 / 2 
o w+l (lIb) 
The value of the ener~y of turbulence Ew+l is calculated from 
the governing equation (8), with the following modifications . 
The diffusion of energy to the blade surface is set equal to 
ze=o, and the generation term D in eq~ation (8) is modified 
to account for the value of the wall shear st~9~S as given by 
equation (l la). The dissipation term is also modified 
acc0rdi~g to equation (llb), and is assigned an average value 
for the near- wall node as foll ows: 
::-.lw+l 
DE = P f EdN = 
o 
For the vorticity boundary condition, equation (11 ) is 
used in conjunct ion with the stream funct10n equatio~ (4) to 
determine ~ at the grid node (w+l) . 
Downstr~am Boundary GH: 
(llc) 
T. e conditions of zero gradients in the meridional direction 
are Lmposed along this boundary for H, E and ~ , i.e . 
"H 0 = m (1 2 ) 
and 
E ~€ 0 = = om m (12a) 
11 
For the vort i cit' , the absolute value is t aken to be zero , 
thus 
w = - [2 , 5 in] . t 
ex~ 
For the stream funct~on " the downstream flow elocities, 
( 2b ) 
hic may ~e used to determine ' derivatives along GH , and that 
guarantee a unique solution to the problem are unkno\y apr iori . 
T~erefore, a s pplementary c ondition based on t he conserva t ion 
of angular momentum principle is employed in the present work 
to Y1.€ld the required unique solution, The details of t he 
procedure can be found in r efer e nce (7). 
Coordinate Transf rmation 
The s olution of equations (4) - (9) sub jected 0 the appro -
pr iat e bcundary conditions di scussed earlier are carried out 
n~merically , In order to reduc e the complex i t~ of hc.ndli 9 the 
numerics near the curved boundarie s of the blade surface, a 
coordinate tra nsformnt ion of the (m , ,n ) s~'stem to a ~ontracted 
boundary fitted oord inate is required . The 0 'erall effect of 
t i s t ransformation is to prod ce a squa re fie ld in which t~e 
blade s rface s become stra ight a~d paral el . As pointed ou t 
earlier in reference [7], two trans ronTIations are ~s~d to 
implement the ge.erati on of the b undary fitted coor1inates for 
the blade ~o-blade domain in Fig . 3a. The first one i s obtained 
by defining a s tre tched meridional coord i nate , X , g i e n by : 
dx = d~ 
r 
(l3a) 
T e second transformation [6J gene rates ~he bou d a ry fitted 
coordinates ,:; nd throu h the numer ical so l ution of the 
following equat i o ns for x( C , ~ ) and (r , ,) . 
~2 ~ -
t .; X ~ ;j oJ X X ( : I .- ) ... --., - + 't = 
. 2 ~ -- -
I..i :, 
, 2 3 - ~ " 
... 
- ( : - ~ ; + ' ( -- = P f ,..., ) ~c 2 0'; ... :'1 ~ -oJ.., 
, 2 
where 
2 
+ (.L) 
n 
(13c) 
The functions Q cmd .. in "':~e abo-Fe equations are appropriately 
chosen to provide control over che s pacing of the coordinate 
lines in the field. 
Mapping the region of interest in Fig. 3a in t erms of the 
new boundary-fitted system of ~oordinates ( ~ , ~) yields a fixed 
, 
square field in the final transformed domain as shown in 
Fig. 3b. Thus, it is possible to carry out 511 flow calculations 
on the fixed square field , using uniform gr~d with no inter-
pola tion required regardless of the blades shape in the physical 
space. 
Before transforming the flow equations (4)-(9) from the 
physical domain to the fixed square field , it is found con-
venient to express the flow variables in these equations i n 
the following dimensionle ss form: 
* 
wr t * H * r * b w = H = r = - b = b t 
, (W ) (W2 ) r t m 0 m 0 
2 
* E * 
e: r t pr t n r t E = , e: = Re = O.v , R = 
(W2 ) (W3 ) m'o \.I e 0 \.Ie 
m 0 m 0 
(14) 
where the subscripts 0, t denotes the conditions at the upstream 
boundaries (A-N) and (M- B) respectively . 
By applying the chain rule for partial differentiatio~ 
and using the expressions given by the relation (14) , the 
govern:'ng flow equations in the transformed domain can be written 
i n terms of the new variables ( ~ , ~ ) a s [7) : 
13 
Strearn Function Eauation: 
. -
r b 2fT :) (4 au) :1 (4 0 0 ~ ('( b t - d~ + Y 't" z .4 .;~ ;)n -t b b 
d 1 2"1; * *2 J2 
-
.Q (~ ~) } :::: -w r >-' on b c t_ 
Vortic i ty Transpcrt ES1 ... 3. ~)on: 
J 
Energy 
J 
d [:"T 
j -, 
3 
* w dW d (-* ~n) - 3r j b 
( s*in~i (;";))] 
"'iT b ~~ 
') 
* ~ .. c' 
* ~J " 'l! (j; -;;-=-) ] + 2J 
a ~~ b 
r t b t Z [ 5 
-
b F ~ 
0 0 
') 
* j-
+ y ",~2 
(~) Re 23 j~ j r: (~) Re J 
c ~o 
Equaticn: 
* b [~ * ,~S 0 (H ~) 
* 
l :-
b 
c; _, 
- 1 
;) 1 1 ~~ - d,S (Re Pr 
a * (H -
,:,r: 
* ~H ) 
- ~\ 
0'1 
D 
3 :JI , ~) J rl-
" 
1 
" 
~'" 
,-1 i j 
(;e 
* + G 4 
R 
--2 
Re 
.-, 
~L. 
~ 
~~2 
' c 
" , 
:::: 0 
r t 
r 
0 
1 
Pr 
:::: 0 
;),1, :i 1 J'~I 
( j,. *-~ I;) - :3 ; n) " ~ 
" '., b 
(14) 
':l (sinC'l a'JJ [ ~ ~ ~) J::" , * cJ b 
* (~) 
Re 
( 15) 
* Z ;) (~ 1 dH [ ,~, 2-;- .,,-::-- ) ' - Pr .) ~, Re 0,', 
* ~F +) 
,:Jt 
(16) 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy Eauation: 
. 
* b r t * d * ;) IV ) " * ~1~) ] " 1 1 dE 0 (E 0 (E z [0 aJ 
* 
[at.; 011 271" dS (Re -S - a; ) an de, r b 0 CE 
* * 
_ Q d (~_l _ dE ) _ Q;) (~_l _ dE ) 
~ a~ Re SeE all ~ 3n Re SeE d~ 
.., 
* .. 
r 0 = r (17) 
0 
DissiEation Rate Esuation: 
* b r t * 0 d * d1)J) d * ~ t) ] z d 1 1 de J 
* 
[as (c; an (E: 271" [6 ae.; (Re S- dt: ) an r b 0 CE 
* * 
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a 1 1 dE: 
- S a 1 1 ~~ ) - a~ (-- - an) 3n (Re Re SeE SeE oc, 
* * 
*2 *2 
a ,I 1 dE: * E Z C J2 c r + y an \--- dil) - C D ~ + 271" ~ Re SeE 1 2 r E E 0 
= 0 (18) 
* * where z is the number of blades I D and (;4 are the nondirr,ensionol 
8quivalent of the source terms D and G.., In equations (7b) and (7a) . 
... 
The transformation parameters, J/ 0, f I '( in tl:€ c.rO·,l'3 ec;'.l3."': Lor.s 
are defined, in the ~resent work, using Thompson's )"1umpr-iral 
package [6]. 
As pointed out in reference [7], the solution of equations 
(14)-(18) in the «(,,11) domain provides the required distribution 
of the flow variables ili, w, H, E and E in the physical space. 
In order to solve these equations numerically, a suitable 
finite difference method is required. The compututional method 
used is outlined in the following section. 
l5 
2. SOLUTION PROCEDURES 
The derivation of the general finite difference equations 
corresponding to equations (14)-(18) is described first. This 
is followed by the procedures employed for the simultaneous 
solution of the resulting difference equations. 
Referring to Fig. 3b, the finite difference representation 
of equations (14)-(18) is obtained using standard five point 
difference operator. Thus, 
and 
* l.LI. • l,J 
* H .. l,J 
* E .. 
l,J 
* s. . 
l,] 
* * * * 
= BIWi+l,j + B2wi _1 ,j + B3Wi ,j+1 + B4w. . 1 l,] -
* * * * 
= C1Hi + l ,j + C2Hi _1 ,j + C3Hi ,j+l + C 4 H. . 1 l, ]-
* * = DIE. 1 . + D .... E. - . l+ ,] L. l-l,] 
* K2 t.· 1 . l- ,] 
* * + D3E. . 1 + D4E. . 1 l,J+ l,]-
* 
..,. K3 t:. . " + l,]+J. 
* K " 4:'i,j-l 
(19) 
(20) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
( 23) 
where the value of the different coefficients in the above 
equations are given in Table 1. A combination of central and 
unwind differences are used for evaluating these coefficients. 
The details of the differencing technicues is reported In 
refer8nce l7]. 
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solution of equations (19)- (23) will be obtained using a 
successive relaxation iterative method. In using this method 
there are alternate methods for handling the coupling between 
the governing equations. For example, if these equations are 
solved in sequence, the coupling has to be restored through 
repeated iterations. Not all iterative schemes, however 
converge to a solution and experience proves that the solution 
of a system of coupled nonlinear equations converges for 
laminar flows, but diverges for turbulent flows. The problem 
of instability usually arises from the coupling between the 
mean velocity profile and effective viscosity profile. 
Reference [12] suggests the use of a successive convergence 
technique to retard and dampen this coupling to ensure con-
vergence under any set of boundary conditions. 
The successive convergence technique is implemented in 
the present work by decoupling the turbulent kinetic energy 
and dissipation rate equations (22) and (23) from the remaining 
equations. The former are solved sequentially rather than 
s i11lUl taneously with the vorticity and the stream function 
equations (19) and (20). The details of the procedure is as 
follows. The strearp. function and vorticity equations are 
first solved with a frozen viscosity field using the same 
numerical scheme outlined previously in reference [7J. Once 
a convergence solution has b';::"~l aot,ained, t::e ki.netic energy of 
turbulence and the dissipaticn rate equations are then solved 
using a Gauss-Siedel method ta obtain a new ~ound o~ frozen 
viscosity field which will be us~d in the D2Xt cycls of 
convergent solution for :~ I (;j. The step described j.Il1ffiediately 
above is executed several t~nes until a convergence criteria 
is satisfied. When th'. calc'-.11ation3 have reached this stage, 
the energy equation (21) is then solved using again the Gauss-
Siedel method. 
The computer program used to carry out thG actual flow 
calculations is an expanded version of the one used in Part I 
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of this study. In order to keep the computer time within 
reasonable limits (usually less than nine minutes for turbulent 
cases on an AHDAHL 470), the unit square region has been 
divided into 30 step sizes in n direction and 40 in the ~ 
direction. These grids have not been optimized, however 
they will suffice for the present purpose, which is to 
demonstrate the capability of carrying out calculations of this 
type of flow. 
3. COMMENTS O~ THE COHPUTATIONi\L METHOD 
Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the numerical 
solution of the flow case studied, a few comments are given 
first. 
Special consideration had to be taken into account during 
the numerical generation of the boundary fitted coordinate 
system for the blade-to-blade domain of Fig. 3. This pertained 
to the enforcement of the periodic boundary conditions in an 
effective manner. In order not to resort to additional 
iterations solely for the purpose of enforcing the periodicity 
conditions, it was required that the ~ coordinate line emanating 
from o~e point on the lower boundary AB of Fig. 3 must meet 
the upper boundary NM at the point having the same meridional 
location. Generally, this constraint was easily satisfied, 
since as explained in reference [7], the assi0nme~t of the 
~-values to the boundary pGints via the functions fl' f 2 , 9 1 
and g2 is arbitrary. Although the distribution in the ~ lines, 
in these cases, did not necessarily produce orthogonal coor-
dinates, as exemplified in Fig. 3, the lack of orthogonality 
created no prob:em at all. 
Some problems arose with the convergence characteristics 
of the kinet.i..c energy of turbulence equation during the numerical 
solutions. Guided oy an analysis, for d simple test case with 
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:(~'N grid points, ~nd ~y ~;t:bsequent Experience on the com!:::uter, 
>:he caU3e of t~~ problQm \o:as traced and defined to be the source 
~erm (~) in equ~Li0n (3). Since this term is a function of 
the square of the kinetic energy itself [see equations (7b) 
and (7c)], it might therefore be anticipated that this term 
vary so widely, during the iteration procedure, SO as to 
provoke divergence. To reduce these variations, a rearrangement 
of the finite difference equation (22) is sought. For this 
the source term, D, 'vas written as 
where 
D = 
;-;w w ;)w 2 
FJ. = 2[(amm) 1 - ~ m 2 + (- + s~nc')] r;Jcp r ..., 
0W r~ , 
+ (-' dm 
. ) 2 s~na 
Thus, by substituting equation (24a) in equation (22), and 
rearranging, one obtains: 
where 
* E .. l,J 
-0 .... -= 
J 
* G~ un [-)J ,F, 
J_ _ 
- j.) 
r 
-- - c 
r 
o 
* 
'. 
., 
With this new suLstitution formuld, the variations in the 
stulii8<1 in the: presl;nt \vork. 
(24a) 
(24b) 
(24c) 
( 24li) 
A problem similur to thut immediatGly discussed above was 
developed with the source term in t.he d.i.:3sipation rate (;~qu3.ti:J'1 
(18). Again, the finite di~ference equation (23) was rearranged 
in a similar manner so as to da.mpen the variation of the source 
during the numerical solution. 
It is appropriate to mention at this stage a special 
practice was employed near the blade exit region along the 
boundary Pi (see Fig. 2). Under certain circumstances, a 
smooth variation for the kinetic e~ergy of turbulence and its 
dissi?ation rate, was not achievable near the blade exit. 
This in turn caused some difficulties in the calculations, 
and eventually induced divergence especially in cases involving 
small convergence criteria. In order to alleviate this kind of 
restriction, the condition given by equation (12a) was applied 
along the boundary FI in Fig. 2 instead of the boundary EG. 
Although this modification ensured convergence, under any set 
of conditions, it is felt that further study is recort'nlenc.ed 
to remove the inadequacy resulting from the neglect of the decay 
of E and c downstream the blade row. 
The calculation vrocedures used to establish convergence 
for each cycle of solution for the strearn function and vorticity 
were covered in some detail in Volume I of this study [7]. 
Typically, inter.nediate convergent solutions at giVen effective 
viscosity distributions were obtained after 50-30 iterations on 
the average. A succession of 15-25 rounds of intermediate con-
vergent solutions with frozen effective viscosity fi~lds were 
required fur a complete numerical solution of a ty~lcal prublem. 
In the case stud ieel h.:::rc: 1 the dc:tcrmi!!i!!cj cOiw~r0" 2nce <.:r iter ia , 
in each cycle of ~ and ~ calCUlations, turned out to be the 
vorticity tolerance. That iS t when the vortici~y tolerance wa~ 
below tho rcuuireJ values. 
eri b:::r i<:! ,2ur ins the subcyc 12 oi: E e.mU 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The procedure described in the previous sections is employed 
to obtain the flow details in a cooled radial inflow turbine 
rotor. Th~ rotor geometry is shown in Fig. 4 together with the 
shape and thickness disttibution of the computational surface Sl' 
The blade-to-blade shape in the physical domain as well as the 
boundary fitted coordinates employed in the solutior. are those 
shown in Fig. 3. Additional summary data related to the blades 
geometry and the configuration of the computational surface Sl 
can be found in Table 2. The following operating conditions for 
the turbine are used in the analysis: 
Turbine inlet total temperature, Tt , l083°K 3 Turbine inlet density, p, 1.0060 Kg/m 
Rotational speed, n, 38,500 r.p.m. 
Rotor inlet flow angle, Sin' 62.5° 
Rotor exit flow angle, Sexit' 63° 
Meridional component of the relative velocity at rotor 
inlet, W
m
, 66.2 mls 
Flow Revnolds number 
3.34 x ioS 
Prandtl number, 0.8 
pW rt' 
at rotor inlet, Re (= m lO) u . inlet' 
e 
The flow through the turbine is considered to be incompressible 
and the blade surfaces are cooled and kept at a uniform tem-
perature of 550 o K. 
Results of the analysis are presented in Figs. 5-through 9 
as contour plots for the distribution of the stream fun~ti~~, 
the velocity, the kinetic e~ergy of turbulence as w~il as the 
temperature within the blade passages. 
The stream function contour plots are giw'n in Fig. 5. 
The flow contours depicted reflect the appear.ance of a recir-
culating eddy near the pressure surface 0::: t.h~ blades. The flow 
rate within the eddy amounts to about 2.St o£ the flow rate 
through the turbine (as indicated by the d~signd~icn of the 
streamlines). This low flow rate implies low relative velocities 
within the eddy as will be discussed shortly. The manner in 
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which the streamline (I.!I =- 1) leaves the blade surface indicates 
that a separation bubble is formed ov~r the aft portion of the 
blade suction surface. This behavior seemed to be caused by 
the inability of the flo~ to accommodate the large blade deflection 
angle in this region. 
The distribution of relative velocity, W, across the 
blade-to-blade passage, nondimensionalized with respect to the 
blade tip speed, nrtip ' is shown in Fig. 6. The contours show 
a core of high relative velocity centered at a point located 
at approximately 15 percent of the passage width from the blade 
suction surface. A region of distinct velocity deficiency is 
also observed in the upper half of the passage extending to 
about 70 percent the blade chord and is most pronounced near 
the blade pressu~e surface. This region coincides with the 
location of the recirculatory eddy shown in Fig. 5. The data 
in Fig. 6 also indicates that the flow experiences a high 
acc~leration rate near the blade pressure surface as it approaches 
the passage exit. This behavior is ~imilar to that of flow 
approaching a turning duct and is expected. 
In order to gain some insight into the development of 
the boundary layer over the blade surfaces, the velocity profiles, 
across the rotor passage, at different meridional locatioRs 
are introduced in Fig. 7. The locatious are selected to 
correspond to the meridional distances 1.0, 4.0 and 6.0 ems 
respectively. The profil~s. of Fig. 7a and 7b show reversed flow 
regions existing near the blade pressure surface and steep 
gradients in the velocity near the suction surface. There ~~: a 
noticeable change in the velocity profiles at subsequent. dOJ'~stream 
stations. A jet type of profile exists near the turbine exit as 
illustrated in Fig. 7c. The complex flow pattern observed 
generally in Figs. 6 and 7 indicates the significant extent 
of the complex interaction mechanism that occurs ~etween the 
different flew regimes (i.e. boundary layers, recircu~~ting 
eddies 3nd separation regions, etc.) \.;ithin the rotor ch~nnel. 
As a consequency of such interaction, r~ clear distinction can be 
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made between the boundary layer regions and thF. inviscid core. 
This result emphasize~ the inaccuracies involved in using a 
nonviscous flow sol~tion, such as the one shown in Fig. 7 (with 
dotted lines), tc generate boundary layer characteristic 
parameters for flows i~ turbomachine rotors. 
Figure 8 shews the distribution 0f the kinetic energ~ 
of turbulence betwp.en the blades. The turbulence intensities 
are plottad using the nonJimensional quantity E' • E/r.2r~iP' 
Nc,£l.r t:te pass~gf! inlat Hnd up to 60 percent of the blade chord 
peak turbulence intensities are observed to occur in the m~xing 
reqien of the recirculat:ing eddy noted in Fig. S. The flow 
energy dissipated in this process of ~e~irculation is responsible 
for the velocity defficiency encruntered near the blade pressure 
s~rface as shown in Fig. S. On the whole, it could be recognized 
that the turbulence intensities are generally higher than those 
encountered in a stationary passage. The maximum intensities 
are seen to occur near the blade surfaces and especially at the 
passage exit. The relatively high values of kinetic energy 
of turbulence shown in the figu%~ away from the bladp. surfaces 
reflect the extent of turbulent mixing even near the mid passage. 
The classical assumption that the viscous and turbulence effects 
are confined to very thi~ regions near the blade surfaces is 
evidently inaccurate when dealirJg with flow in turbomad.inery. 
It is with the present type of analysis that involves the solution 
of the full field equations in addition to a suitable closure 
model for turbulence that a realistic flew prediction can be made. 
It should be emphasized, however, that the kinetic energy of 
turbulence results presented here must be viewed as qualitative. 
'I'his is attributable to the fact that the additional production 
of turbulence energy by the rotational effects as well as the 
effects of blades curvature has been neglected in the present 
form of turbulence model. 
Finally, the static temperature distribution within the 
blade-to-blade pasRage, nondimensionalized with respect to 
thn inlet total temperature is given in Fig. 9. Inspection of 
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the contours plot indicates that the steepest gradients in 
temperature profiles occur near the blade suction surface at 
the channel inlet and near the pressure surface at the channel 
exit. This behavior is plausible, since the velocities in these 
regions are high (see Fig. 6). Conversely, it is observed that 
the thermal layers tend to thicken on the suction surface at 
trailing edge and also near the pressure surface where the 
recirculating zone exists. Since the rate of heat transfer 
to the blades is proportional to the temperature gradients near 
the surface, therefore, one can conclude that maximum rate of 
heat transfer occurs at the blade leading edge and also near 
the blade suction surface. This result has important impact 
on the process of designing the cooling passages for new 
impellers, particularly when the design procedure is based on 
specifying the blade temperature distribution. The present 
results suggest that in order to keep the blades cooled at 
constant temperature, it is necessary to place large number of 
cooling passages near the blade leading edge and also along 
the suction surface in the neighborhood of the impeller inlet. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A method has been developed which is suitable for analyzing 
the viscous flow within turbomachine passages. The field 
analysis was based upon the numerical integration of the full 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations over a predetermined 
set of blade-to-bl~de stream surfaces. The method employs a 
nonorthogonal body-fitted coordinate system to account for the 
most complicated blade geometries. Effects of turbulence were 
modelled using a two-equation turb~lence model. 
Significant viscous flow results were obtained by applying 
the method of analysis to a radial inflow turbine. The 
predicted flow patterns indicated the severity of the complex 
interaction mechanism that occurs between the different flow 
regimes (i.e. boundary layers, recirculating eddies, separation 
zones, etc.). This result emphasized clearly the inaccuracies 
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involved in using a nonviscous flow solution with classical 
boundary layer techniques to obtain viscous flow details 
within turbomachine rotors. Heat transfer results pointed 
out that in order to keep the rotor blades cooled at uniform 
temperatures, it was necessary to place a large number of 
cooling passages near the blades leading edge and also along 
the suction surface in the vicinity of rotor inlet. 
On the whole, it is recognized f~o~ the results presented 
here and in Volume I, that the present flow analysis provides 
a good prediction of the actual flow behavior within the passage 
of turbomachine rotors. This accomplishment cannot be 
attributed to ~nv single element of the analysis, but results 
from the combinations of many factors. The major one is believed 
to be the preservation. of the ellipticity of the problem by 
working with the full Navier-Stokes equations. Other important 
factors include the transformation, discretization and the 
numerical procedures used that provided stable calculations 
of good accuracy. 
As with all research efforts of this magnitude, several 
areas for future work are recognized during the course of the 
present study. These include the use of variable grid in the 
numerical scheme, the inclusion of the effects of rotation and 
surface curvature in the turbulence model and the inclusion of 
the flow compressibility in the solution procedure. Similarly, 
the inaccuracies involved in using the present method to 
analyze flows including three dimensional separated zones are 
identified and documented (see Vol. I). 
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A1 ,A2 ,AS 
B1 ,B3 ,BS 
b 
C1 ,C 2 ,CS 
C1 ,C2 ,CD 
Cp 
D 
Dl'D2 ,DS 
E 
G1 ,G2 ,GS 
h 
H 
J 
Kl ,K2 ,KS 
£. 
. 
M 
. . 
n 
p 
Pr 
r 
T 
W 
NOMENCL.!\ TURE 
Coefficients of the finite difference equations. 
Coefficients of the finite difference equations. 
Normal stream annulus thickness, m. 
Coefficients of the finite difference equations. 
Constants in the turbulence model. 
Specific heat at constant pressure, J/(Kg) (OK). 
Dissipation function. 
Coefficients of the finite difference equations. 
Kinetic energy of turbulence, J/Kg. 
Denoting source terms in the flow governing equations. 
Static enthalpy, J/Kg. 
Total enthalpy, J/Kg. 
Jacobian matrix. 
Coefficients of the finite difference equations. 
Mixing length, m. 
Hass flO\~ per blade flowing through the stream 
annulus, Kq/sec. 
Ou tward l:.ni t nermal to the stream sur face, S 1 . 
Distance cf the near-wall grid point (w+l) from the 
blade surface. 
Static pressure, N/m2 or blade pitch. 
Effective turbulent Prandtl number. 
Radius from axis of rotation, m. 
Universal gas constant, U/(Kg) (OK) • 
Reynolds number. 
Schmidt number for kinetic energy of turbulence. 
Schmidt number for dissipation of kinetic energy of 
turbulence. 
Temperature, OK. 
Relative velocity vector, m/sec. 
Magnitude of W, m/sec. 
Meridional component of the relative velocity vector, 
m/sec. 
Tangential component of the relative velocity vector, 
m/sec. 
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x 
z 
z 
s 
y 
o 
w 
e: 
Stretched meridional coordinate. 
Axial coordinate, m. 
Number of blades. 
Angle between m and z, rad., see Fig. 1. 
Coordinate transformation parameter, or angle between 
relative velocity vectcr and meridional plane, rad., 
see Fig. 2. 
Coordinate transformation parameter. 
Coordinate transformation parameter. 
Fluid density, Kg/m3 • 
Effective viscosity, m2/sec. 
. . . 2/ Lam~nar v~scos~ty, m sec. 
Rotational speed, rad/sec. 
Relative angular coordinate, rad. 
Strea'll function. 
Vorticity, l/sec. 
Dissipation of kinetic energy of turbulence, J/Kg. 
Boundary fitted coordir.ate. 
Boundary fitted coordinate. 
Superscripts 
* 
Subscripts 
e 
m 
w 
i,j 
inlet 
exit 
total 
t, tip 
Mean value. 
Denotes nondimensional quantity. 
Effective 
Laminar. 
Meridional component 
Wall value. 
Pertaining to points in the flow field at a distance 
t.1l away from w. 
Tangential component. 
Denotes field position in (~,n) domain, see Fig. 3b. 
Inlet or upstream. 
Exit or downstream. 
Total conditions. 
Rotor tip¥ 
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TABLE 1 - COEFFICIENTS OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS+ 
* * Al = 26 l1n/l1(/Ao/(bi+1 +b i ) 
* * A2 = 2611n/ti(/A I(b. I + b.) o 1- 1 
* A3 = Y l1(/l1n/A lb. o 1 
* A4 = Y l1(/l1n/A lb. o 1 
r t b t * 2 2 a· I a~ a I ~ 
AS = 11( l1n [- b w R J z/2Tr - ~ at<-. an) - ~ an <-;r a()] lAo 
ro 0 b b 
where 
AO = Al + A2 + A3 + A4 
+ All unsubscript quantities in this table are evaluated at the grid 
node (i,j). Note that the stream channel thickness b~ is constant 
for all j. 1 
:..J 
o 
TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 
* - * * Bl = [Bll + B12 b i +l /(Re)i+l,j1 bi/bi +l ' 
* - * * B2 = [B21 + B22 b i _1/(Re)i_1,jl bi/bi _ l 
* - * * B3 = [B31 + B32 b i /(Re)i,j+1] b i /bi +1 
* -B4 = B41 + B42 b i /(Rei ,j_1) 
where 
Bl1 = J(~ll + 1~111)/8Bo 
B12 = 15 61l/6~/Bo 
B21 = J(~22 + 1~221)/8Bo 
B22 = 6 IIn/6 ['/Bo 
B31 = J(~33 + 1~331)/8Bo 
B32 = y 6fJl\n/Bo 
r b 
Re = ~ 0 2n 
r
t 
b
t 
z Re 
W 
t-' 
B41 = J(~44 + 1~441)/8BO 
B42 = y 6~/6n/B 
o 
TABLE I - CONTINUED 
.2· R 
BS = - 2 6( 6n b [8 a (~) + J ~ 1- (sinn ~) + 1- (sinn ~)]/B 
- a( an Re Re a( ~ an an b* a( 0 
. -Bo = BII + B21 + B31 + B41 + (B12 + B22 + B32 + B42 ) b IRe 
~ll = ~i+l,j-l + ~i,j-l - ~i+l,j+l - ~i,j+l 
~22 = ~i-l,j+l + ~i,j+l - ~i-l,j-l - ~i,j-l 
~33 = ~i+l,j+l + ~i+l,j - ~i-l,j+l - ~i-l,j 
~44 = .i-l,j-l + ~i-l,j - ~i+l,j-l - ~i+l,j+l 
W 
N 
* TABLE I - CONTINUED 
CI = (CII + C12 )/Co 
C2 = (C21 + C22 )/Co 
c) = (C)l + C32 )/Co 
C4 = (C 41 + C42 )/Co 
where 
CII * * = J bo (~ll + 1~111)/8b 
Cl2 = 0 ~n/~~/pr/[(Re)i+l,j + (Re)i,j)/2.0 
C21 * * = J bo (~22 + 1~221)/8b 
- -C22 = 0 ~n/~~/Pr/[(Re). 1 • + eRe) .• )/2.0 1- ,) 1,) 
* 
The Prandtl Number is assumed to be constant in this table. 
W 
loJ 
TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 
* * C31 = J bo (W33 + IW331)/8b 
-C32 = y ~(/~n/pr/[(Re)i,j+l + (Re)i,jJ/2.0 
* * C41 = J bo (W 44 + Iw 44 1)/8b 
- -C42 = y Mj~n/Pr/[ (Re) .. 1 + (Re) .. 1/2.0 1,)- 1,) 
,. ,. 
* * a 1 I aH d 1 1 ,m Cs = 6[, 6n [-D + G4 -Sa[ (Re Pr an) - 6 an (Re Pr ar»)/Co 
Co = Cli + C21 + C31 + C41 + (el2 + C22 + C32 + C42 ) 
w 
~ 
TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 
°1 = (°Il + 0 12 )/°0 
D2 = (021 + 022)/Do 
0 3 = (D31 + D32 )/Do 
• 
D4 = (041 + D42 )/Do 
where 
* 011 = J bo \~11 + \lJI 11 1)/8b * 
-
D12 = 6 6n/6~/sCE/[(Re)i+1,j + (Re)i,j1/2.0 
* 021 = J b o (~22 + 1~22) 1/8b * 
- -022 = 6 6n/t.~/sCE/[(Re)·_1 . + (Re) .. 1/2.0 1.,) 1.,) 
* 031 = J bo (~33 + 1~331)/8b * 
0 32 = Y fi~/An/sCE/[(Re)i,j+l + (Re)i,j1/2.0 
TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 
* * 041 = J bo (.44 + 1~441)/Sb 
- -C42 = y A(/tn/SCE![(Re)i,j_l + (Re) .. )/2.0 1,) 
2 * * 
DS = AE;, llrt 
* 2rr 2 * r* n all aE all aE [-D + - J £ -- p - (- -- --) - a - (- -- --)]/0 
z ro a£;, Re SCE an art Re SeE ar, 0 
w 
U1 
° = °Il + °21 + °31 + °41 + (D12 + D22 + °32 + °42) 0 
I.J 
0'1 
TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 
Kl = (K ll + KI2 )/Ke 
K2 = (K21 + K22 )/Ke 
K3 = (K 31 + K)2)/Ke 
K4 = (K41 + K42 )/Ke 
where 
* * KI1 = J be (~I1 + I~Ill)/Bb 
K I 2 == 6 t. II / l, ~ / s c / [ (Re) '+ 1 . + ( Re), . J /2 • 0 
£ ~,J ~,J 
* K21 = J be (¢22 + 1~221)/8b * 
- -K22 = f; tlq!.-.r,/sC /[(Re). 1 . + (Re) .. J/2.0 £ 1- ,] ~,J 
•• 
K31 = J be (~33 + 1~]3')/Bb * 
- -K32 = Y ll~/.\n/Sc_/[(Re). '+1 + (Re) , .J/2.0 ~ 1,J 1,) 
w 
...., 
TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 
• • K41 = J bO (1/144 + IlP 44 1>/8b 
- -
K42 = Y t.[JLn/sC I( (Re) .. 1 + (Re). ·)/2.0 £ 1,)- 1,) 
KS 
- . 
= tf, fln [-C 1 D 
• .2.2·· • c Z C 2 £ r all ()£ ,() 1 1 a£ K 
--; + 2lf 2 J -.- r- - B at (Re S- an) - t) an (Re S- ~)] I 0 
E E 0 C£ C£ 
Ko = Kll + K21 + K31 + K41 + (K12 + K22 + K32 + R42 ) 
" 
·f .. 
TABLE 2: BLADE GEOMETRY DATA RADIUS 
B].~de Lower Surface Data 
Meridional 
Distance m(m) 
0:625390-03 
0.860000-02 
0.160000-01 
0.23"5000-01 
0.290300-01 
0.342800-01 
0.395400-01 
0.46230D-01 
0.539400-01 
0.619700-01 
0.670110-01 
Angular 
Coordinate 
<P 
0.56273 
0.55900 
0.55560 
0.55220 
0.55050 
0.54900 
0.54640 
0.51540 
0.42';00 
0.23650 
0.238980-01 
Blade Upper Surface Data 
Meridional 
Distance m(m) 
0.625390-03 
0.860000-02 
0.16000[,-01 
0.23500D-01 
0.290300-01 
0.342SaO-01 
0.39540D-01 
0.462300-01 
0.539400-01 
0.619700-01 
0.683630-01 
Angular 
Coordinate 
4> 
0.847100-02 
0.12200D-01 
0.156000-01 
0.189000-01 
0.209001)-01 
O.215000~01 
0.160000-01 
-0.116000-01 
-0.962000-01 
-0.27910 
-0.53070 
38 
Deri ~,at':' ve 
-0.45678 
-0.46035 
-0.43120 
-0.35261 
-0.34501 
-0.528160-01 
-1. 7845 
-7.6118 
-15.982 
-33.844 
-50.743 
Derivative 
0.45678 
0.46655 
0.45729 
0.40262 
0.32213 
-0.26520 
-2.0543 
-S.6949 
-15.993 
-30.342 
-50.743 
2nd 
Derivative 
-7.2554 
6.3594 
-,11. 995 
4'5.2A8 
·,·4.'; .542 
154.86 
-813.31 
-928.77 
-1242.5 
-3206.4 
-3497.8 
2nd 
Derivative 
5.7000 
-3.2487 
0.74568 
-15.32S 
-13.787 
-209.96 
-470.30 
-917.03 
-~495.0 
-0278.9 
-4303.7 
TABLE 2: BLADE GEOMETRY DATA 
Meridional Radius from Stream .a.nnu1us 
Distance m(m) Center of sina Thickness, b(m) Rotation 
-0.007079 0.083527 -1.004280 0.000967 
-0.003684 0.080123 -1. 000120 0.000956 
0.0 0.076450 -0.993984 0.000960 
0.003498 0.072986 -0.985732 0.000982 
0.006853 0.069697 
-0.974760 0.001013 
0.010048 0.066603 
-0.960602 0.001043 
0.013104 0.063101 -0.937357 0.001068 
0.016034 0.060999 -0.904973 0.001090 
0.018845 0.058511 
-0.862745 0.001110 
0.021535 0.056258 -0.810406 0.001128 
0.024127 0.054236 
-0.749061 0.001144 
0.026630 0.052443 
-0.681938 0.001156 
0.029055 0.050874 
-0.610477 0.001160 
0.031413 0.049519 
-0.540900 0.001155 
0.033711 0.048348 -0.478504 0.001157 
0.035959 0.047338 -0.420336 0.001179 
0.038162 0.046477 
-0.360370 0.001216 
• 0.040329 0.045762 -0.299578 0.001253 
0.042466 0.045177 
-0.250202 0.0012R4 
0.044574 0.044690 
-0.214878 0.001310 
0.046662 0.044266 
-0.192922 0.001335 
0.048730 0.043881 
-0.180691 0.001362 
0.050782 0.043516 
-0.176406 0.001389 
0.052817 0.043155 
-0.179872 0.001416 
0.054835 0.042782 
-0.190020 0.001441 
0.056835 0.042392 
-0.200095 0.001465 
0.058816 0.041987 -0.208736 0.001490 
0.060776 0.041570 
-0.215980 0.001514 
0.062717 0.041145 
-0.220585 0.001540 
0.064639 0.040729 
-0.209999 0.001568 
0.066544 0.040353 
-0.131434 0.001595 
0.068434 0.040051 
-0.135325 0.001620 
0.070308 0.039843 
-0.088592 0.001642 
0.072176 0.039709 -0.057745 0.001660 
0.074039 0.039618 -0.042105 0.001673 
0.075898 0.039550 -0.J31892 0.001681 
0.077754 0.039499 
-0.023363 0.001686 
0.079607 0.039462 -0.016506 0.001688 
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FIG. 7. NmlDIMErJSIONAL VELOCITY DIST~IBUTION AT ryIFFERE~IT 
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